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BSO - AVIATION (BSO)
BSO 2003 Basics of Civilian Aviation Security (3-1-3)
Teaches the basics of operational border security skills and knowledge
of airport security. The students will identify explosive devices and
offensive weapons, manage access controls, discuss and assess
critical components relating to emergency management, fire prevention,
passenger and airport personnel safety. Students should understand the
special role of the Airport Police in three types of functions: Personal
Safety, Equipment Protection and Building integrity.

BSO 2013 Security of Aviation and Aircraft (3-1-3)
Designed to explain to the students all necessary issues in international
aviation safety and security, which helps student to understand the
fundamental concepts of the aviation Safety Management Systems
(SMS), as defined by ICAO. The students will learn to perform the
techniques for the identification, quantification and management of
hazards and risks. Students will also obtain knowledge of necessary
measures for dealing with any risks or incidents in an exemplary manner
to provide a safe and healthy aviation environment.

BSO 2023 UAE Aviation Law and International Treaties (3-1-3)
Focuses on explaining the UAE Civil Aviation Law 1996 and its general
provisions in the field of aviation and air navigation, as well as explaining
the law of the General Authority of Civil Aviation of the United Arab
Emirates for the year 1996, with the establishment and its terms of
reference in this regard. To which the United Arab Emirates has joined in
this area and the implications of acceding to these treaties.

BSO 2103 Residence and Foreigners Affairs Procedures (3-1-3)
The course focuses on clarifying the concepts and issues related to
nationality law, UAE passports, the legal nature of nationality, ways of
acquiring it, losing it, and regulating citizenship. The course also clarifies
issues related to residence and foreigners affairs in Federal Law No. 6
of 1973 regarding the entry and residence of foreigners in the UAE, The
course deals with explaining the crime of forgery and the statement
of its elements, the methods of forging documents, documents and
passports, the crime of using forged documents, the methods of citing
false documents.

BSO 2123 Basic Security of Mainland and Naval Ports (3-1-3)
This course will explain the knowledge and concepts related to the land
and sea ports, explain how they are managed, the devices operating there,
the nature of the work, and the security risks that may threaten them.
The course also explains the general rules for securing land and sea
ports, buildings, equipment, strategic locations, Insurance of personnel,
employees and information and documents. The course also focuses on
explaining the rules for securing sea and land ports.

BSO 2143 Basic Skills of Custom Operations (3-1-3)
Introduces basic rules and definitions of customs operations in local
and international agreements in the field of customs.Clarifies executive
procedures to raise levels of work efficiency, identifying operational
bases to follow to implement operations in accordance with highest
international customs practices. The preparation of technical customs
manuals that increase employee awareness, raise efficiency and
ability in control of violations through investigations, customs control,
examination of documents and release of seizures and reports necessary
to protect the security of homeland.


